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 Vocabulary 

1.  …………………  is a person trying to be elected.  

A noncompetitor B candidate C noncandidate D decliner 

 

2.   Synonyms for proof is ………….. 
A evidence B hide C miss D disprove 

 
3.  …………….  means get an image with a computer. 

A skip B contact C snap D scan 

 
4.  The doctor said that pumpkin seeds improve memory. This news is a kind of ………….  

A politics B sport C  health D weather 

 
5.  Circle the odd word? 

A Tsunami B news C  Flood D Erosion 

 

 

6. Match       ( pumpkin -  global warming   –  universe –   knocked out  –  pomegranate )                                                                                                                         

 

 

Match 

1. hoax 2 studies ancient societies  

2.  An archaeologist  5 try hard  

3. quote 1 a plan that is designed to trick someone else 

4. pity 3 repeat or copy out from a text or speech 

5. endeavor 6 annoying 

6. nuisance 4 sympathy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

   

 

 

 

        knocked out   pomegranate     global warming         pumpkin           universe 
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 Grammar 

1. – She always wears a coat.             He said (that) she always ……………… a coat.  

 

2.  I`m looking for my keys.            He said (that) he …………  looking for his keys. 

 

 3. My friend gave me a chocolate.        He said (that) his friend ……….. given him a chocolate. 

 

4. I will finish my report.            He said (that) he ………….. finish …….. report. 

 

5.  Are you a doctor?              He asked ………..  Ali a doctor. 

 

6. `The plane is arriving now. `          He said that the plane was arriving …………………… . 

 

7. This is the boy ……………….  had an accident. 

 

 

8.     A:   I didn’t like the pizza.          B: …….…………… .                (Express disagreement) 

 

 

 

 

 

A wore B wear C wearing D wears 

A am B are C is D was 

A have B had C has D was 

A was         her B will         my C would         his D is        her 

A        if B are C is D had 

A the day after B the day before C the next day D at that time 

A who B      which C where D when 

A       I didn’t  B I  did C        I do D  I don’t  
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Latino Youth Awards 

  

To the city of Bucaramanga comes the event  

 Latin                       Youth                       Awards"" 

the most anticipated event of the year, where you 

will find stars from different cities of the country 

and behind them paparazzi and journalist who will show what will happen at the award 

ceremony. Some of the stars began to arrive after 10 o'clock at night not to be surprised by the 

paparazzi.  

There were many young people with different talents. At the end of the event, I asked Rick, the 

reporter, about whom they had appointed, he said me that a very important art teacher, then 

he went to his hotel and I went to mine. 

 

   A. Write (T) for true And (F) for False 

1. Did all the guests arrive at the same time?  F 

2.  Were all the stars from the same city?  F   

3. Did the text say that "Latin Youth Awards" were the most anticipated event of the year?  T 

 
B. Choose the Correct word from the text  

1.   public occasion  = …………… 

A  journalist B  ceremony C  reporter 

2.   natural aptitude or skill = ………… 

A  talents B  important C  hotel 

 

 

 


